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JCM Global Marks Nevada’s First 

Floor-wide Deployment of JCM’s FUZION Technology at Resorts World Las Vegas 
 

JCM also installed iVIZION, GEN5, ICB, PromoNet technologies 
 
LAS VEGAS (August 3, 2021) – JCM Global® (JCM) marked a historical milestone when the new Resorts World 
Las Vegas opened last month: Nevada’s first floor-wide deployment of JCM’s FUZION® technology. Since that time, 
JCM’s FUZION has played an integral role in supporting Resorts World Las Vegas’ goal of creating the most 
advanced gaming floor in the world.  
  
VIDEO: Learn more about FUZION 
 
JCM also installed its iVIZION® bill validator, GEN5® Thermal Printer, ICB® Intelligent Cash Box system, and 
PromoNet® couponing solution.  
 
“As we were working with the Resorts World team on this project, they clearly expressed their desire to equip the 
casino floor with the most sophisticated gaming technology anywhere. FUZION, and the entire suite of JCM products, 
certainly fit that description and provide the technology foundation for the Resorts World Las Vegas team to deliver 
an exceptional gaming experience to its guests,” said JCM SVP of Sales, Marketing & Operations Dave Kubajak. 
“We are extremely proud to be an integral part of the largest new resort to open on the Las Vegas strip in over a 
decade.” 
 
JCM’s FUZION technology will bring Resorts World’s teams the ability to proactively manage their casino floor 
operations with features like predictive emergency drops and printer paper fills, automated firmware upgrades, drop 
and count room management, AML alerts, enhanced security capabilities with transaction image captures, and real-
time performance monitoring of all the peripheral devices on the casino floor. 
 
GLI-certified, FUZION is a milestone in total casino peripheral management. Driven by FUZION technology, JCM 
solutions are involved in every aspect of the casino: audit, count room, entertainment, F&B, marketing, race and 
sports, security, slot operations, surveillance – giving operators intelligence, security, and interconnected 
transactions no other supplier can provide. 
 
FUZION boosts security by continually monitoring every peripheral device in each EGM in real-time, protecting 
against suspicious activity. Additionally, FUZION provides Finance and Security with the ability to track every 
transaction at each asset with available high-resolution images of each note or ticket inserted into the EGM.  
 
FUZION improves efficiencies and increases uptime and revenues with its dynamic real-time monitoring of iVIZION 
and GEN5. This allows FUZION to proactively notify the operator for predictive e-drops and TITO ticket fills, instead 
of operators acting responsively to an EGM out-of-service notification.  
 
The installations at Resorts World Las Vegas are the latest in a long relationship between JCM and Resorts World. 
Previously, JCM installed multiple technology solutions at Resorts World New York City and Resorts World Catskills. 
 

https://youtu.be/Lc7MIG5-sAc
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Join JCM on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.  
 
About JCM Global 
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of offices, the 
company provides award-winning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers, printers, systems solutions, and 
more. Since 1955, its spirit of innovation has resulted in ground-breaking products and components have earned 
multiple patents and set worldwide standards. JCM is trusted by operators and suppliers in the banking, gaming, 
kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries. Please visit www.jcmglobal.com for more information. 
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